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Abstract. This paper is devoted to developing and analyzing of a new GMDH algorithm that is able to resolve 
inductive modeling problems with high dimension of input matrix. The challenge is that today modeling problems 
described by matrices with hundred of thousand observations and thousand of variables. A new Generalized 
Relaxational Iterative Algorithm (GRIA) of GMDH was developed which is able to solve such problems. GRIA 
performance is several orders higher then its prototype. It was also investigated GRIA convergence rate via new 
numerical method for iterative algorithms convergence rate analysis. Experiments showed that GRIA has high 
convergence rate to linear models and low – to nonlinear ones. It was ascertained the features that influence on its 
convergence rate and how great is this impact. 
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1 Introduction 

Modern inductive modeling problems characterized by a great dimension on inputs quantity as well as observations 
number due to exponential growth of electronic information and databases. One of such problems is a space-weather 
forecast problem [1-5], where number of observations counts up by hundreds of thousands points and inputs number – 
near one thousand. One of the effective modeling methods for resolving forecast problems is Group Method of Data 
Handling (GMDH). Analysis of the GMDH algorithms computational complexity (CC) is depicted on the figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. GMDH algorithms analysis 

Despite of the fact that combinatorial algorithms are limited by 300 inputs (arguments), they have two important 
features: the first – models are built using method based on covariance matrix calculation that makes CC of method of 
model parameters estimation independent from observations (records) number [6];  the second – application of recurrent 
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computations for parameters estimation [7]. Computational complexity of the method for model parameters estimation 
in iterative algorithms depends on records number thus they are greatly limited by this parameter – just up to five 
hundreds observations. But they capable to process near thousand inputs. There is no any GMDH algorithm that 
satisfies modern modeling problems requirements basis upon analysis done. So there is a problem of creation such an 
algorithm. 

All mentioned GMDH algorithms build model of the process in the form of 
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where X is the input matrix of m measured variables of xi in n time points, dim X = m × n; Θ – vector of unknown 
model parameters. Iterative algorithms build (1) iteratively. Function that transforms models (solutions) of the current 
iteration in the solutions of the next one has a general form of:  
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where *
,
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1, ,..., Frr yy ))  are the F solutions selected on the r-th iteration, Ω is an unknown parameters vector. Function (2) is 

called partial description function (PDF) and is significantly simpler polynomial then (1). General form of the 
multilayered algorithms PDF is ),,...,( *

,
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complicating solution of the previous iteration using only initial inputs: ),,...,,( 1
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two algorithms of this type:  

•  Simplified Multilayered Algorithm (SMA) [8], ,),,...,,(
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•  Convergence Multi Layered algorithm (CML) [9],  
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Since combinatorial algorithms are limited by inputs number in more degree then iterative ones more promising is 

developing a new algorithm basis on the iterative type. So, came out an idea to organize model calculation in the 
iterative algorithm basis on covariance matrix elements. Relaxational algorithms type was chosen to improve 
because they simpler to be adapted to apply models building method based on covariance matrix X

j
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i xx

TX calculation. SMA 
was selected as a basis algorithm for the new one as it can build nonlinear models by arguments in contrary to the CML 
algorithm. 

2  Description of the GRIA 

The new developed algorithm based on the SMA is called Generalized Relaxational Iterative Algorithm (GRIA). Model 
building process in the GRIA is presented on the figure 2. 

The models calculation process in GRIA is divided into three stages: 

1.  Calculation of the extended matrix Q = (XMZ), where Z is matrix of multiplied vector-columns of X matrix 
according to polynomial (1). Maximal multiplications power is given beforehand. 

2.  Preparation calculation stage, where: column-vectors elements of Q matrix are subtracted by mean value on 
learning set to avoid estimation of the free term for each model-competitor; covariance matrices , 

 are calculated. 
A

T
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B
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3.  Iterations stage, where model building process is performed directly. 
If CC of the first two stages depends on the records number then computational complexity of the iteration stage, 

that takes the largest part of the algorithm computations, is independent on this parameter. It makes possible to resolve 
modeling problems with high dimension (hundreds of thousands observations). As opposed to the SMA, this algorithm 
has F freedom of choice – number of selected solutions that are passed to the next iteration (see figure 2). This 
algorithm ability is a fundamental feature of the iterative class. 
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Fig. 2. Model building process in GRIA 

The algorithm was called generalized because it unions (see figure 3): 
• two methods for model parameters estimation – recurrent and nonrecurrent;   
• three methods for criteria calculation – one nonrecurrent method and two variants of recurrent methods; 
• three model structure generators: one generator for linear models (is not depicted on the figure 3) and two 

generators for nonlinear by arguments models – directed search and exhaustive search. 

 
Fig. 3. Ways of getting various RIA in the GRIA 

As you can see from the table 1, CC of the developed methods does not depend on records number and is linear by 
model arguments number for the recurrent ones. The linearity makes possible to resolve modeling problems with one 
degree higher on inputs quantity then it was before, i.e. up to ten thousands inputs. These theoretical CC estimations 
belong to the GRIA iteration stage. It should be stressed that overall CC of the algorithm depends on the observation 
number. 

Tab. 1. Computational complexity to build one model on r-th iteration 
Nonrecurrent method r2 + 6r + 14 

Variant 1 4r + 33 Recurrent methods Variant 2 3r + 29 
Detailed description of the methods and theirs theoretical comparison to the SMA is given in [10], where concluded 

that the methods performance is several degrees higher then the SMA one, depending on initial matrix X dimension. 
Practical estimation by means of numerical tests of this comparison is given in [11]. It says that GRIA is faster then 
SMA in: 

− hundred times if arguments number m = 102; 
− thousand times if m = 103; 
− several orders if m = 104. 
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GRIA has three model structures generators. If you need to build linear by arguments model it realizes 
combinatorial exhaustive search over all vector-columns of X matrix building the models in form (3), i.e. GRIA in this 
case is the same as CML algorithm. In case of nonlinear models building two new generators were suggested. One of 
them realizes the same combinatorial exhaustive search but over the variables corresponding to the column-vectors of Q  
matrix. Another generator utilizes idea of the SMA generator but does not have its drawbacks. Let’s reveal them. 

The task of the generator is to find the best multiplicative term that must be included in the current model on the r-th  
iteration. Its search procedure for the SMA can be easily illustrated by a tree (see figure 4) with m = 3 and maximal 
power for the polynomial (1) is 3. Search procedure uses the next eristic: multiplication that sequentially performed 
going down by the tree is going on till criterion value is decreasing. The process stops if the criterion value is increase 
or maximal term power is achieved. There are two choice freedoms in the SMA generator: F1 is a choice freedom 
before multiplications, F1  ≤  m (m here is number of column vectors in X matrix); F2 is a multiplications choice freedom 
that is always equal to ‘1’. 

 
Fig. 4. Models structures that are generated by directed search generator of SMA: ‘*’ is multiplication sign; red 

circle donates an unbuilt model, yellow one – repetitive structure, and green one – built model. 

From the figure 4 is evidently that SMA structure generator has many repetitive model structures, and consequently 
model calculations (40% of repetitions to be exact), that significantly slows down the algorithm. It does not also 
guarantee finding the global criterion optimum so long as there are unbuilt models. 

The GRIA directed search structure generator does not have these disadvantages and is more flexible due to 
parameterization of F2 choice freedom (see figure 5). It uses prefix tree as a structure for finding the best multiplicative 
term. This tree does not have model structures repetitions. 

 
Fig. 5. Model structures generated by GRIA directed search structure generator 

3  GRIA analysis 

GRIA performance analysis has been given in previous section. This section discovers GRIA convergence abilities via 
numerical experiments. Since GRIA is an iterative algorithm the important question arises: “What are the features of the 
initial data that influence on its convergence?”, “What are the values of these features that make GRIA convergence 
slow down or speed up?” So these are the questions of “What?” and “How?” type. Let’s answer them. 

First of all, it is important to define iterative algorithm convergence. Since all mentioned iterative algorithms try to 
find model in a form of (1), then the etalon (true) model, or the model, algorithm converges to, is the (1) model, where 
parameters θi can be found using Least Squares Method (LSM). GRIA convergence to the model (1) was theoretically 
proved in [12]. The iterative algorithm convergence rate r* is the algorithm iterations number that guarantee getting the 
true model with given precision ε. 

Mathematically can be proved that GRIA convergence rate depends on the angles of the column-vectors of the 
initial matrix X (linear models) or matrix Q (nonlinear models) and does not depend on theirs modulus. Thus the d  
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determinant of the ΣX correlation matrix of X matrix was chosen as the feature of the initial data. The ΣX matrix 
contains modulus of its values since for the angle does not matter the sign of the correlation. 

To investigate GRIA convergence rate a new numerical analysis method was suggested [13]. It’s based on the next 
two ideas. To obtain an independent picture of influence the data features (determinant d, arguments number of true 
model s) from the influence of GRIA parameters (choice freedom F, precision ε) on the r* convergence rate it is 
suggested to perform experiments with fixed parameters of the firs group and varying – the second one, and vice-versa. 
It is the first idea. 

While the F choice freedom, the s arguments number, and precision ε can be given directly in the experiments, 
determinant d is a variate, and depends on the values of initial matrix X which is generated using pseudo-random 
generator. So the procedure of the matrix X generation should be adjusted to create matrices with determinant d close to 
the given mathematical expectation for all generated matrices. Thus series of matrix X generations suggested to realize 
in order to estimate algorithm convergence rate by building a distribution bar chart for the r* parameter for every value 
of d, s, F. This is the second idea. 

Parameter that was used to adjust matrix generation procedure is the n observations number. It is explained in such a 
way. Generation process of two randomly independent vectors have such a peculiarity: the more n elements number in 
vectors, the weaker is vectors pair correlation value. Because the more is vectors dimension, the more is freedom degree 
to randomly locate them is space, and consequently the more is potential for their relative orthogonalization. So, the 
bigger is n, the more orthogonalized X matrix column-vectors system you’ll get, and the bigger is the determinant d. 
The d ∈  [0; 1]. 

The GRIA stopping rule in the numerical experiments was 
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where NRSS is normalized residual squares sum, r – iteration number. The precision ε was chosen 10-12 in this 
experiment and all experiment below as a maximal one that can be used. Bigger its value makes the criterion (4) value 
negative because of the round-off errors. In real-world modeling usually value 10-4 or 10-5 is used. 

Let’s consider the method application for the linear models. The true model was 

54321 37736.946026.770017.611584.829046.726447.6 xxxxxy ⋅+⋅−⋅+⋅+⋅−= .                          (5) 

Number of matrix X generations RN* was statistically grounded [14] and equaled to 105 in this experiment and all 
the experiments below. Influence by the F choice freedom on the GRIA convergence rate r* is depicted via distribution 
histograms on the figure 5. As one can see from this figure, increasing of F choice freedom yields decreasing iterations 
number r* as well as its dispersion. Figure 6 represents the same influence when varying of two parameters: F choice 
freedom and s number of arguments in true mode. Each bar on this figure is the most probable iterations number rprob or 
the most probable convergence rate, and corresponds to the highest bar on the similar histogram of the figure 5. From 
the figure 6 is obvious that convergence rate r* has linear dependence from F choice freedom for any arguments number 
s of true model. 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution histograms of r* for various 

values of F choice freedom 
Fig. 6. Values of rprob for each of the (s, F) pair 
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Figure 7 depicts influence of data feature – determinant d, – on GRIA convergence rate r*. As one can see, this one 
is similar to the figure 5 picture: the more orthogonalized is the system of X matrix column-vectors, or the bigger is d  
determinant, the lesser is r* iterations number, and the faster is GRIA convergence rate. Figure 8 shows dependence of 
rprob from determinant d for various number of arguments s in true model. This dependence is not linear.  

As you can see, s arguments number and F choice freedom linearly influence on GRIA convergence rate, but 
determinant d influences nonlinearly. To give some numeric characteristic of GRIA convergence to linear model, 
should be said that, if the X matrix column-vectors system is orthogonal (determinant d = 1), GRIA needs to perform 3s  
iterations to get to the true model with ε = 10-12 precision. This is quite high accuracy, in practice value of 10-4 usually is 
enough, so the 3s estimation should be considerably lesser then it is for the maximal accuracy. 

More detailed description of these experiments can be found in [13]. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Distribution histograms of r* for various 
values of determinant d

 Fig. 8. Values of rprob

 
for each of the (s, d) pair 

All mentioned above experiments concern to the GRIA convergence to linear models. And what is the situation 
touching nonlinear models convergence? Let’s investigate this question. 

First of all, it should be stressed that GRIA convergence rate is influenced not by the model form: linear or 
nonlinear, but by the values of pair correlation between each column-vector in the X matrix. For example, if we have 
built convergence rate r* histograms for the models 

54321 35696.37835.44307.522742.11022.382556.7 xxxxxy +−−−+= , 
2
5

4
4

2
3

3
2

2
1 13696.23353.72547.24742.36312.622256.8 xxxxxy +−−−+=

 

they would be almost the same, despite of the fact that one of them is linear and another is not. If the true model 
includes nonlinear combinations of linear arguments, for example 

3
2421

3
154321 92675.878903.737364.155896.33515.24407.582742.710802.982186.4 xxxxxxxxxxy ++−+−−−+−=  (6) 

then GRIA convergence rate is considerably slow: approximately in 10 times slower then for linear model with the 
same arguments number. This happens because of the high correlation between such arguments. The correlation 
belongs to the interval of [0.7; 0.9]. Actually the reason of slowing down of the convergence rate concerns to the 
method of model parameters estimation – LSM. Since LSM estimations for ill-conditioned matrices are unreliable 
(inaccurate), and the GRIA uses LMS iteratively, it needs considerably more iterations number to converge to true 
model. Let’s illustrate this by numerical experiment. 

Influence of determinant d on the GRIA convergence rate r* to the nonlinear model (6) is illustrated on the figure 9. 
Here determinant d was calculated for the linear part of the input matrix Q = (X MZ), i.e. for the X matrix, because for 
the Q matrix it almost equals to zero. As one can see, r* parameter takes much bigger values then in experiments with 
linear models. GRIA convergence rate slows down in order in this case. 
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Fig. 9. Distribution histograms of r* for various values of determinant d, nonlinear model 

More detailed description of these experiments can be found in [14]. 
All performed experiments touch on the case when X matrix comprises only column-vectors that correspond to the 

arguments in true model. But practically important is the question about GRIA convergence if initial matrix X has false 
(fictitious) columns too. Let’s answer this question. 

Figure 10 represents probability of GRIA convergence to the true model (5) for different number of false arguments 
sf in the X matrix. As one can see: 

− when d ≥ 0.8 GRIA converges to the model (5) with a probability of ‚1‘ whatever is the number of false 
arguments sf; 

− if d ∈  [0.5; 0;8] increasing of false arguments in the X matrix decreases the probability to find true model. 

 
Fig. 10. GRIA convergence probability for case when initial matrix includes false vectors 

In the case of convergence to nonlinear model this probability equals to zero. The reason is high correlation between 
vectors that correspond to true and false arguments, consequently – inaccurate parameters estimation for the true 
arguments, and as a result – GRIA includes false arguments in the model. In other words GRIA substitutes true 
arguments with false ones because of theirs high correlation. 

4 Conclusions 

A new generalized relaxational iterative algorithm of GMDH was developed which: 

− allows resolving of real-world inductive modeling problems that described by input matrices with high 
dimensions – hundreds of thousands observations and thousands of variables; 
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−  allows processing variables number (up to 10,000 variables) that is one order higher then the one, processed by 
well known iterative GMDH algorithms; 

−  allows building models in several orders faster then its prototype SMA, depending on the initial matrix 
dimension; 

−  converges to the nonlinear models as opposed to its prototype SMA; 
−  finds a deeper minimum of selection criterion then its prototype SMA when builds nonlinear models; 
In the GRIA convergence rate analysis the next results were obtained: 
−  a new numerical method for iterative algorithms convergence rate investigation was developed; 
−  data feature that influences on the GRIA convergence rate is determinant d of correlation matrix for the initial 

matrix; 
−  arguments number of true model s and GRIA choice freedom F linearly influence on its convergence rate r*, but 

determinant d influences on it nonlinearly. 
A quantitative characteristic of GRIA convergence rate under different conditions is represented by table 2. 

Tab. 2. Results of GRIA convergence rate investigation 
 Determinant 

d  ∈ [0.5; 0.75] 
(linear model) 

Determinant 
d  ∈ [0.75; 1] 

(linear model) 

Determinant 
d  ≈ 0 

(nonlinear model)  

Convergence rate, r* Middle  
r* = 5s  

High  
r* = 3s  

Very  slow  
r* > 40s  

Convergence probability, when 
initial matix includes false 
column-vectors. 

Deacreasing proportionally to 
increasing of false arguments 
number. 

Equals to «1» Equals to «0» 
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